Abstract-The notion of meta-mining has appeared recently and extends traditional meta-learning in two ways. First it provides support for the whole data-mining process. Second it pries open the so called algorithm black-box approach where algorithms and workÁows also have descriptors. With the availability of descriptors both for datasets and datamining workÁows we are faced with a problem the nature of which is much more similar to those appearing in recommendation systems. In order to account for the metamining speciÀcities we derive a novel metric-based-learning recommender approach. Our method learns two homogeneous metrics, one in the dataset and one in the workÁow space, and a heterogeneous one in the dataset-workÁow space. All learned metrics reÁect similarities established from the datasetworkÁow preference matrix. The latter is constructed from the performance results obtained by the application of workÁows to datasets. We demonstrate our method on meta-mining over biological (microarray datasets) problems. The application of our method is not limited to the meta-mining problem, its formulation is general enough so that it can be applied on problems with similar requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Meta-learning is learning to learn: in computer science, it is the application of machine learning techniques to meta-data describing past learning experiences, typically applications of learning algorithms to speciÀc datasets, in order to derive models that can support the selection of an appropriate algorithm for a new dataset [1] . These meta-learning models are usually classiÀcation or regression models learned by standard classiÀcation and regression algorithms. Until very recently meta-learning was focusing only on the learning part of the data mining process, by trying to model the behavior of different learning algorithms, and was treating the learning algorithms as black-boxes. In [2] we made an effort to address these limitations by extending the meta-learning process to the whole data mining process resulting in a more comprehensive task which we call meta-mining. We made use of a data mining ontology in order to provide detailed descriptions of data mining algorithms in terms of their core components, underlying assumptions, cost functions, optimization strategies, etc, as well as detailed descriptions of data mining workÁows. Even though the introduction of data mining algorithm and workÁow descriptors was an important step we made rather poor use of them by modelling the meta-mining problem as a classiÀcation problem, following thus the traditional metalearning modelling approach.
In this work we take a different approach on the modelling of meta-mining. We view it as a matching problem between datasets on the one hand and data-mining workÁows on the other, in which the matching criterion is the performance of the latter when applied on the former. We will see how to address three different meta-mining tasks. First to recommend data mining workÁows in terms of their expected performance on a new dataset. Symmetrically to this to know for a new data mining workÁow which datasets are most appropriate. Finally given a new dataset and a new workÁow to determine the goodness of their match, i.e. the degree to which the latter will have a good performance when applied to the former. It is obvious that all these tasks should be determined without any actual application of the new workÁows on the new datasets but on the basis of meta-mining models that will be learned from past mining experiences.
These tasks are similar in nature to problems that appear in recommender systems [3] , where we want to suggest additional items for a given user based on the preferences of users with similar preferences. However typical recommendation problems differ from meta-mining in a number of aspects. In the meta-mining case the preference matrix between users and items is replaced by a performance based matrix of datasets and workÁows that gives the performance of the latter applied to the former. The features of datasets and workÁows that we use in the meta-mining problems are also rather informative in contrast to the typical recommendation problems where it is rather hard to get informative features. In addition, in the meta mining setting, the coldstart problem is central, with the most typical example being predicting the workÁow performances for a new dataset.
In this paper we present a new metric-learning-based approach to hybrid recommendation for meta-mining, which learns to match dataset descriptors to workÁow descriptors. We will learn three different metrics. One on the dataset descriptor space which will reÁect the fact that similar datasets will have similar workÁow preferences. One on the workÁow descriptor space which will reÁect the fact that similar workÁows will have similar dataset preferences. And a last heterogeneous metric over the two spaces of dataset and workÁow descriptors, which will directly give the similarity/appropriateness of a given dataset for a given workÁow. We will use these learned metrics, alone or in combination, to address our three meta-mining tasks.
II. META-MINING TASKS
Before proceeding to the deÀnition of the different metamining tasks let us give some necessary notations. Let
T ∈ R d be the description of some dataset, and X an n × d dataset matrix the ith row of which is given by the x T i dataset. Thus the X matrix is the set of datasets over which the meta-mining will take place. In addition let a = (a 1 , . . . , a l )
T ∈ R l be the description of some data mining workÁow, and A an m × l workÁow matrix the jth row of which is the a T j workÁow, i.e. A will be the data mining workÁow matrix over which the meta-mining will take place. Finally let R be an n×m matrix the (i, j) entry of which depends on some performance result obtained by the application of the a j data mining workÁow on the x i dataset. We will use the notation r xi to denote the ith row vector of R which contains the performance measures obtained by the application of the m data mining workÁows on the dataset x i , and the notation r aj to denote the jth column vector of R which contains the performance results of the application of the a j data-mining workÁow on the n datasets. Thus the R matrix relates, based on performance, datasets with workÁows and can be seen as giving the appropriateness of workÁows for datasets and vice versa.
Since here we will focus only on meta-mining for classiÀcation problems, the performance measure used to Àll up R will be based on classiÀcation accuracy estimated by ten-fold cross-validation. Most importantly it is the relative performance order of a set of data-mining workÁows on a given dataset which can be compared in a meaningful manner over different datasets. We devise such a relative order in the following way. Given a pair of classiÀcation data mining workÁows a k and a l applied on dataset x i we compute the statistical signiÀcance of their accuracy differences using a McNemar's test, with a p-value of 0.05. If one workÁow is statistically signiÀcant better than the other it is assigned a score of one and the other a score of zero, otherwise both are assigned a score of 0.5. For a given dataset x i the score of a workÁow a j will be the sum of the points it gets in all its pairwise comparisons with the other m − 1 workÁows. We will use this score to populate the (i, j) entry of the R matrix. We will also use the notation r xi,aj to denote the (i, j) entry of R.
Given the above we will now deÀne three different meta-mining tasks. In the Àrst one given a new dataset x with which we have not experimented with, we want to estimate the relative performance order of the m data mining workÁows, i.e. we want to estimate the relative workÁow preference, vector r x for the x dataset. We will call this task learning workÁow preferences. The second metamining task is the symmetric of the Àrst; here we want to estimate appropriateness of a new unseen workÁow a for the n datasets, i.e. we want to estimate the dataset preference vector r a for the a workÁow. We will call this task learning dataset preferences. Finally in the third meta-mining task we want to estimate the appropriatness of an unseen workÁow a on an unseen dataset x, i.e. estimate the r x,a value. We will call this meta-mining task learning dataset-workÁow preferences.
To address all three tasks we will rely on the use of appropriate similarity measures; one for datasets, one for workÁows and one between datasets and workÁows. In the following section we will show how to learn appropriate metric matrices that we will use to compute the similarity measures that we just have brieÁy described.
III. LEARNING SIMILARITIES FOR HYBRID-RECOMMENDATIONS IN META-MINING
Before starting to describe in detail how we will address the three meta-mining tasks let us take a step back and give a more abstract picture of the type of learning setting that we want to address. We have two types of learning instances, x ∈ X , and a ∈ A, and two training matrices X : n × d and A : m×l respectively. Additionally we also have an instance alignment or preference matrix R : n × m, the R ij entry of which gives some measure of appropriateness, preference, or match of the x i and a j instances.
We can construct a similarity matrix for the instances of the X by exploiting the idea that similar instances of the X should have similar preferences with respect to the instances of the A matrix. Here we do not rely anymore in the original representation of the x instances in order to deÀne their similarities but on their preferences with respect to the a instances 1 . So the x instances similarity matrix will be the RR T matrix, the [RR T ] ij entry of which will give the similarity of the x i and x j instances. In exactly the same manner we can construct the similarity matrix for the a instances as R T R. We now want to learn two Mahalanobis metrics one in the X and one in the A space which will reÁect the instance similarities as these are given by the RR T and R T R similarity matrices respectively. In addition we want to learn a third metric over the two heterogeneous spaces X and A which will reÁect the similarity/preference of an x i ∈ X instance to an a j ∈ A instance as this is given by the R ij preference value. Since learning a Mahalanobis metric is equivalent to learning a linear transformation we will see in the following paragraphs that what we actually need to learn is eventually two such linear transformations, one for the X and one for the A space, which will optimize the three objective functions that we just sketched.
A. Learning a dataset metric
We will now describe how to learn a Mahalonobis metric matrix W X in the X dataset space in a manner that will reÁect datasets similarity in terms of the similarity of their workÁow preference vectors. Instead of using the RR T matrix to establish the similarity of two datasets in terms of their preference vectors, we will rely on the Pearson rank correlation coefÀcient of these preference vectors. Nevertheless to simplify notation we will continue using the RR T notation.
We deÀne the following metric learning convex optimization problem:
where ||.|| F is the Frobenius matrix norm, tr(.) the matrix trace, and μ 1 ≥ 0 is a parameter controlling the tradeoff between empirical error and the metric complexity to control overÀtting. As already mentioned learning a Mahalanobis metric matrix is equivalent to learning a linear transformation of the original feature space. Thus we can now rewrite our metric learning problem with the help of a linear transformation as:
where W X = UU T is the d × d metric matrix, and U an associated linear transformation with dimensionality d × t which projects the dataset description to a new space of dimensionality t. Unlike the previous optimization problem this is no longer convex. We will work with optimization problem (1) because it will make easier the variable sharing between the different optimization problems that we will deÀne. We solve it using gradient descent.
Using the learned metric the similarity of two datasets x i and x j is ω(x i , x j ) = x i UU T x j . Given some new dataset x we will use this similarity to establish the set N x consisting of the N datasets that are most similar to x with respect to the similarity of their relative workÁow preferences as this is computed in the original feature space X . With the help of N x we can now compute the workÁow preference vector of x as the weighted average of the workÁow preference vectors of its nearest neighbors by:
where ζ x is a normalization factor given by ζ x = xi∈X ω X (x, x i ). Thus using the learned metric we can compute the workÁow preference vector r x for a new dataset by computing its similarity to the training datasets in the X feature space, similarity that was learned in a manner that reÁects the datasets similarity in terms of their relative workÁow preferences.
B. Learning a data mining workÁow metric
To learn a Mahalanobis metric matrix W in the A data mining workÁow space we will proceed in exactly the same manner as we did with the datasets using now the R T R matrix the elements of which will give the rank correlation coefÀcients of the dataset preference vectors of the workÁows, measuring thus the similarity of workÁows in terms of their relative performance over the different datasets. More precisely as before we start with the metric learning optimization problem:
which we cast to the problem of learning a linear transformation V in the workÁow space as:
where W A = VV T is the l × l metric matrix, and V an associated linear transformation with dimensionality l × t that projects workÁow descriptions into a new space of t dimensionality. As before this is not a convex optimization problem. We will solve it using gradient descent. Similar to the dataset case using the learned metric the similarity of two workÁows a i and a j is ω A (a i , a j ) = a i VV T a j . Given some new workÁow a its workÁow neighborhood N a consists of the N workÁows that are most similar to a with respect to the similarity of their relative dataset preferences as this is computed in the original feature space A. With the help of N a we can now compute the dataset preference vector of a as the weighted average of the dataset preference vectors of its nearest neighbors by:
where ζ a is a normalization factor given by ζ A =
Ai∈A ω A (a, a i ). Thus using the learned metric we can compute the dataset preference vector r a for a new workÁow by computing its similarity to the training workÁow in the A feature space, similarity that was learned in a manner that reÁects the workÁows similarity in terms of their relative dataset preferences.
C. Learning a heterogeneous metric over datasets and workÁows
The last metric that we want to learn is one that will relate datasets to data mining workÁows reÁecting the appropriateness/preference of a given workÁow for a given dataset in terms of the relative performance of the former applied to the latter. We will do so by starting with the following metric learning optimization problem
W 0 which if we parametrize the d × l metric matrix W with the help of two linear transformation matrices U and V with dimensions d × t and l × t can be rewritten as:
Essentially what we do here is to project the descriptions of datasets and workÁows to a common space with dimensionality t over which we compute their similarity in a manner that reÁects the preference matrix R. We will set t to the min(rank(A), rank(X)). In other words we learn a heterogeneous metric which computes similarities of datasets and workÁows in terms of the relative performance of the latter when applied on the former. Using the new similarity metric we can now compute directly the match between a dataset x and a workÁow a as:
Clearly we can use this not only to determine the goodness of match between a dataset and a data mining workÁow but also given some dataset and a set of workÁows to order the latter according to their appropriateness with respect to the former, thus solving the meta-mining task 1, and vice versa given a workÁow and a set of datasets to order the latter according to their appropriateness for the former thus solving meta-mining task 2.
In the objective function of the optimization problem (5) we focus exclusively on trying to learn a metric that will reÁect the appropriateness of some workÁow for some dataset as this is given by the entries of the R preference matrix. However there is additional information that we can bring in if we exploit the objective functions of the optimization problems (1) and (3) and use them to additionally regularize the objective function of (5). The overall idea here is that we will learn three different metrics in the spaces of datasets, workÁows, and datasets-workÁows, all of them parametrized by two linear transformations in a manner that will reÁect the basic meta-mining assumptions, namely that similar datasets should have similar workÁow preference vectors, similar workÁows should have similar dataset preference vectors, and that the heterogeneous metric between datasets and workÁows should reÁect the appropriateness of datasets for workÁows. By combining the three optimization problems of (1), (3) , and (5) we get the following metric learning optimization problem that achieves these goals:
where α, β, γ, are positive parameters that control the importance of the three different optimization terms. As it was the case with optimization problem (5) this optimization problem can also be used to address all three meta-mining tasks. In fact (7) is the most general formulation of the metric-learning based hybrid recommendation problem and includes as special cases problems (1) and (3). Matrix factorization, often used in recommender systems, also learns a decomposition of a matrix to component matrices U and V under different constraints. However, by its very nature it cannot handle well the out-of-sample problem. The objective function of problem (7) uses as additional constraints the objective functions of (1) and (3). As a result, the out-of-sample problem, i.e. cold start problem in recommender system, is handled in a natural manner.
IV. DATASET AND WORKFLOW DESCRIPTORS
In the following two sections we will describe the dataset and workÁow descriptors that we will use in our metamining experiments.
A. Dataset Descriptors
Originally proposed by the STATLOG project, the idea of characterizing datasets has been the main stream in metalearning during these last decades [1] . Various characterizations have been subsequently proposed, from which we have selected the most relevant ones summarized as follows: statistical measures: number of instances, number of classes, proportion of missing values, proportion of continuous / categorical features, noise signal ratio. information-theoretic measures: class entropy, mutual information. geometrical and topological measures [4] : non-linearity, volume of overlap region, maximum Àsher's discriminant ratio, fraction of instance on class boundary, ratio of average intra/inter class nearest neighbour distance. model-based measures: error rates and pairwise 1 − p values obtained by landmarkers [5] such as ZeroR, one-nearestneighbor, Naive Bayes, Decision Stumps, Random Trees, and the linear SVM [6] , and the distributions of the weights learned by the Relief [7] and SVMRFE [8] from very simple ones such as the number of instances to more elaborated ones such as the model-based measures, giving a total number of d = 150 dataset characteristics.
B. WorkÁow descriptors
The ability to describe data mining algorithms and workÁows and use these descriptors for meta-learning and metamining is a very recent development [2] . There we used DMOP, a data mining ontology, to describe learning algorithms and data-processing algorithms such as feature selection, discretization and normalization, with respect to the mathematical concepts they implement and different properties, such as their bias/variance proÀle, their sensitivity to the type of attributes, their learning strategy, etc.
In order to describe the data mining workÁows we follow the propositionalization approach as in [2] . We derive from the annotated direct acyclic graphs that describe the data mining workÁows a set of frequent closed workÁow patterns using a tree-structured apriori algorithm. The description of a workÁow is then given by a binary vector that indicates the presence or absence of each of the frequent patterns; the Ànal workÁow description contains l = 214 features.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we will perform a systematic evaluation of the Àrst meta-mining task, learning workÁow preferences. By lack of space, we do not include evaluations of the two other tasks, which can be found in a longer version of the paper 2 .
A. Base-level Experiments
In order to meta-mine we Àrst need to perform a set of base-level experiments over which we will construct our 2 http://arxiv.org/abs/1210.1317 meta-mining models. To do so we used 65 real world cancer microarray datasets, most of them were taken from the National Center for Biotechnology Information 3 . On these datasets we applied 28 feature selection and classiÀcation workÁows plus 7 classiÀcation only workÁows. We used the four following feature selection algorithms: Information Gain, Chi-square, ReliefF [7] , and recursive feature elimination with SVM [8] , For classiÀcation we used the seven following algorithms: one-nearest-neighbor, the C4.5 and CART decision tree algorithms, a Naive Bayes algorithm with normal probability estimation, a logistic regression algorithm, and SVM with the linear and the rbf kernels [6] . Overall we had a total of 65 × (28 + 7) = 2275 base-level DM experiments, i.e. applications of these workÁows on the datasets.
B. Baseline Strategies and Evaluation Methodologies
In order to assess how well our different metrics perform we will compare them with two baselines. The Àrst is the default strategy that produces as the preference vector the average of the workÁow preference vectors over the different training datasets for a given testing dataset; we will denote it by def. In addition, we will use the Euclidean distancebased dataset similarity measure EC, which in traditional meta-learning is computed directly in the dataset space, i.e. it is not learned, and most importantly it does not try to model the relative workÁow preference vector [9] .
To estimate the performance on the workÁow preference learning task we will use leave-one-dataset-out. To quantify the performance we will use a number of evaluation measures. We will report the average Spearman's rank correlation coefÀcient ρ between the predicted preference vector and the real preference vector over the testing instances. This measure will indicate the degree to which the different methods predict correctly the preference order. We will also report the average accuracy t5p of the top Àve workÁows suggested by each method. Finally we will also report the mean average error, mae, of the predicted values and the true values. For each measure, we will give the number of times that the method was better than the default strategies over the total number of datasets, as well as the statistical signiÀcance δ of the result under a binomial test with a statistical signiÀcance level of 0.05.
C. Experiment Results on the Biological Datasets
We will now take a close look on the experimental results for the learning workÁow preferences task and objective functions that we have presented to address it. The full results are given in Table I . We have presented three different objective functions that can be used to address this metamining task. F 1 , optimization problem (1), makes use of only the dataset descriptors and learns a similarity measure in that space that best approximates their similarity with respect to their relative workÁow preference vectors. In addition we can also use the two heterogeneous metric learning variants to provide workÁow preferences. The simplest one, corresponding to the optimization function F 3 , optimization problem 5, uses both dataset and workÁow characteristics and approximates directly the relative preference matrix. However this approach ignores two basic meta-mining requirements, that similar datasets should have similar workÁow preferences, and that similar workÁows should have similar dataset preferences. The optimization function F 4 , optimization problem 7, reÁects exactly this bias by regularizing appropriately the learned metrics in the dataset and workÁow spaces so that they reÁect well the similarities of the respective preference vectors. Before discussing the actual results, given in Table I , we give the parameter settings for the different variants.
−3 , μ 1 = 10, μ 2 = 0. These parameters reÁect our prior knowledge of the meta-mining problem. Better results would have been obtained if we had tuned them via inner cross validation.
Looking at the actual results we see right away that the approach using only the dataset characteristics, F 1 , has a performance that is not statistically signiÀcant different neither from the default, nor from the EC baseline with respect to the Spearman's rank correlation coefÀcient, ρ, and the average accuracy of the top Àve workÁows it suggests, t5p. In addition it is statistically signiÀcant worse than the EC with respect to the mean average error criterion, mae, having a lower mae value than EC only in 20 out of the 65 datasets. Looking at the performance of the heterogeneous metric F 3 that directly approximates the preference matrix R, we see that its results are quite disappointing. It is signiÀcant worse than the default strategy and the EC baseline for almost all performance measures. However when we turn to the F 4 objective function that learns the heterogeneous metrics in a manner that similar datasets should have similar workÁow preferences and vice versa, there we see that the performance we get is excellent. F 4 beats in a statistically signiÀcant manner both the default strategy as well as the EC baseline in almost cases. Overall in such a recommendation scenario the best strategy consists in learning a combination of the two homogeneous and one heterogeneous metrics that reÁect the similarities of the datasets with respect to the workÁow preferences, the similarities of the workÁows with respect to the dataset preference vectors, as well as the similarities of workÁows-datasets according to the preference matrix.
VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we take a new view on the relatively new concept of meta-mining, view that is also relevant for the more traditional work of meta-learning. We model the problem of the selection of the appropriate workÁow or algorithm for a dataset as a hybrid recommendation problem, in which suggestions will be provided based on the descriptors of the dataset and the workÁow or algorithm. To that end we propose a new metric-learning-based approach to the hybrid recommendation problem, which learns homogeneous metrics in the original dataset and workÁow spaces, constrained in a manner that will reÁect workÁow preference and dataset preference vector similarities, and combines them with an heterogeneous metric in the datasetworkÁow space that reÁects the appropriateness of a given workÁow for a given dataset. The two homogeneous metriclearning problems act as additional, relevant, regularizers for the heterogeneous metric learning problem. In addition thanks to the linear projections that lie at the core of our method, it is able to handle in a natural manner the cold-start problem. The combined use of the three metrics achieves the best results. To the best of our knowledge this the Àrst approach of its kind, not only for the meta-mining problem, but as well as for the more general problem of the hybrid recommendation. We would like to also explore the use of the metric-learning-based recommender in more traditional recommendation problems.
